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Abstract. We report measurements of the temperature(40 K 6 T 6 200 K) and polarization
(z(yy)x, z(xz)x) dependence of the integrated intensities of quasi-elastically scattered laser light
(λ = 514.5 nm) in a wavenumber interval of 0± 3 cm−1 around the Rayleigh line at the different
phase transitions in single crystals of BCCD. Large anomalies (central peaks) are observed at the
transitions into the ferroelectric, the various commensurate(c, c′), and the incommensurate phases.
The widths of the anomalies on the temperature scale are large in the regions of quasi-harmonic
modulation of the structure, but narrow and distinct in the region of square-wave modulation in the
solitonic phase of BCCD, where also unusual shapes on theT -axis are observed. The scattering
phenomena at low temperatures are interpreted hypothetically as due to fluctuations caused by the
formation or rearrangement of domain walls (solitons) in the lattice near the transitions between
commensurate phases and by the variation in soliton density. The c↔ c′ transitions are of the
order–disorder type.

1. Introduction

The unusually large number of commensurately (c) and incommensurately (ic) modulated
phases observed in betaine calcium chloride dihydrate ((CH3)3·NCH2COO·CaCl2·2H2O
(BCCD), Pnma (D16

2h), Z = 4 in the n phase at 300 K) has given this material a prominent
position among the spontaneously modulated crystal structures known of today [1]. The
information available at present on BCCD has been reviewed recently [2]. BCCD displays a
‘devil’s staircase’ behaviour of its modulation wavevectorq = δ(T )c∗, below the transition
into an ic phase atTi = 164 K (δ(Ti) = 0.319). The devil’s staircase is incomplete in the
regionTi > T > 115 K with a sequence of alternating ic and c phases. It is harmless below the
onset of theδ = 1

4 phase at 115 K(=TL2), which is followed by the sequence of1
5, 2

9, 1
6, . . .

phases, and down to the homogeneously polarized ferroelectric (fe) phaseδ = 0 starting
at T0 = 46 K. The spontaneous polarization in the fe phase is along they-direction of the
crystal, while most of the c phases also display a spontaneous polarizationPs according to the
following symmetry-based rule:Ps ‖ y if δ = even/odd, Ps ‖ x if δ = odd/even,Ps = 0 if
δ = odd/odd; [3,4]. All three lattice constantsa, b, c in the n phase are close to 1 nm [2].

A theoretical interpretation of the phase diagram has been achieved on the basis of the
semi-microscopic Ising pseudo-spin models [5], either the simple ANNNI model [6] (axial
next-nearest-neighbour Ising) or the more involved DIS model [7] (double Ising-spin), which
is a pseudo-spin modification of a symmetry-adapted local mode model which is well suited
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to BCCD. In this DIS model the pseudo-spin components are the signs of the displacement
coordinates of relevant atoms or molecular groups which are involved in the transition. Another
model, based on such symmetry-adapted variables, has also been developed and specifically
applied to BCCD in reference [8]. The phenomenological Landau approach has been adapted
to the case of BCCD in references [9] and [10].

BCCD has been considered for a long time as belonging to the group of class-II systems
[11, 12] of ic modulated materials, as its phase diagram displays a Lifshitz point [13] and
the low-temperature phase is unmodulated (δ = 0). Moreover, the effects of solitonic (non-
harmonic) modulation just above the lock-in transitionsTL1 = 128 K into theδ = 2

7 phase
andTL2 = 115 K into theδ = 1

4 phase were found to be small [14], as expected. However,
this view very probably has to be revised, because of recent experimental results. Hernandez,
Quilichini and co-workers [15] have studied again the structure of deuterated BCCD in its
δ = 1

4 phase and performed a completely new structure determination of theδ = 1
5 phase

by neutron diffraction, thus avoiding the uncontrollable effects of radiation damage by x-rays
of the subtle structures of the modulated phases [2]. It was observed that the modulation in
both phases, as demonstrated by the atomic modulation functions, is close to square wave,
i.e. strongly anharmonic; this is in contrast to the case for earlier x-ray investigations, which
indicated a quasi-harmonic modulation down toT0 [16]. This result is supported by dielectric
studies of BCCD under the application of a strong electric field along they-direction [17].
The findings of this investigation can only be understood assuming the existence of domain
walls (solitons), interacting repulsively with each other [17], which separate the microdomains
of parallel Ising pseudo-spins in the modulated phases from the neighbouring microdomains
with opposite pseudo-spin orientation. These domains have a widthw of half the modulation
wavelengthλmod = c/δ for theδ = 1/m phases, (m integer). The phasesδ = 2/m′ (m′ integer
and odd) display domain widthsw′ alternating betweenw′

1,2 = (c/2)(m′ ± 1). These phases
have a very narrow range of stability on theT -axis.

In these domain walls, which have a finite width of about one lattice constant (≈1 nm) [17],
and thus differ qualitatively from the usual domain walls in the fe phase of a ferroelectric
material [18], the Ising pseudo-spins are randomly oriented, i.e. the domain walls are rough,
thus storing all the entropy produced atT0 and at higher c→ c′ phase transitions, as becomes
evident from specific heat measurements at these transitions [19]. Here the relation was
established that the entropy1Sc,c′ produced at the phase transition c↔ c′ is proportional to
1δc,c′ or to 1n̄c,c′ , the difference in soliton density between two adjacent phases. Further
experimental support for the existence of these domain walls is provided by the recent
observation [20] that the jumps of the tensile strain at the c↔ c′ phase transitions in BCCD, as
evidenced by the thermal expansion in the modulation direction and observed by Freitag and
Unruh [14], are proportional to the difference1δc,c′ of the wavevectors of the adjacent c phases,
i.e. again to1n̄c,c′ . Bak already postulated the existence of such a relation in anharmonically
modulated structures, a long time ago [21].

All of this gives strong evidence that in the interval 46 K6 T 6 115 K a solitonic phase
exists in BCCD where the solitons can be considered as interacting quasi-particles, forming
a one-dimensional soliton lattice, i.e. the solitons extend in thex–y plane with the normal
of the wave fronts along the direction of the modulation wavevectorqz. The soliton density
n̄(T ) = δ(T ) [2] can also be considered as a second (or alternative) order parameter, which is,
of course, coupled to the primary order parameter of symmetry33 [3], the amplitude of the
structural distortion, to produce the observed phase diagram. In a Landau expansion of the free
energy with respect to the first order parameter [9,10], where all symmetry-allowed terms are
included, the contributions due to the interacting solitons [22] are of course already considered
implicitly. The observation of electric-field-induced structural phase transitions in the soliton
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lattice of BCCD [17], which have recently been verified by means of neutron diffraction [23],
gives additional support to this hypothesis. BCCD can be viewed in this temperature range
as a spontaneously formed nanostructure with a temperature- and field-dependent structural
width and with the solitons as interfaces.

This hypothesis gives strong motivation to emphasize research on the hitherto rather
neglected phase transition atT0. This appears to be a truly unique transition from an almost
saturated proper fe phase(δ = 0) at low T to a sequence of similarly saturated layers with
alternating directions of polarization separated by interfaces of finite width. BelowT0, BCCD
can be considered as a three-dimensional Ising system, with all pseudo-spins pointing in one
direction (particles in one minimum of a double-minimum, single-particle potential) in the fe
phase. AboveT0, in theδ = 1/m phases,δ−1 layers of pseudo-spins point in one direction,
the followingδ−1 pseudo-spin layers point in the opposite direction, etc. The lattice becomes
unstable against the creation of domain walls, which destroys the long-range order, i.e. lowers
the translational symmetry. As the phase transitions c↔ c′ ↔ fe are close to second order [2],
they are accompanied by strong fluctuations ofn, i.e. of the entropy density. The mobile domain
walls which exist in the fe phase above their freezing temperatures [2, 24] in a polydomain
crystal do not contribute to the instability, as the transition entropy generated atT0 for the
transition fe→ c1/6 is the same at low fields in the polydomain crystal as at high electric
fields‖y in the single-domain case [17]. One immediately realizes that for the transition at
T0 the familiar concept of a quasi-harmonic soft phonon or relaxational mode triggering the
transition as in a weakly anharmonic lattice has to fail. Other, strongly non-linear excitations
have to be considered in addition. The possible existence of another ‘Goldstone mode’ atT0

is an interesting question.
It should be remembered that solitons in class-I systems (e.g. in A2BX4 materials) only

occur above the lock-in temperatureTL, where the transition into the c phase takes place.
These solitons usually display a phase shift ofπ/3 and annihilate atTL in a stripple process
(see e.g. [25]), where a stripple is built up from domains of the reference c phase. The domains
of the stripple are separated by discommensuration planes. In the Ising system BCCD, however,
this shift amounts toπ and the solitons annihilate atT0 which in this respect corresponds to
TL in class-I systems.

The rearrangement of soliton positions with respect to the underlying lattice and the soliton
dynamics at the c→ c′ phase transitions should be observable both in light and in neutron
scattering experiments [26]. As a first step in this direction, we report here observations of
scattering of laser light near the Rayleigh line at various phase transitions in the temperature
range of the modulated phases of BCCD. These measurements should be considered as
preliminary. They represent, on the other hand, interesting results on this unconventional
system, and it is hoped that they will stimulate more elaborate and detailed experiments
involving variation of temperature, pressure, electric field, and impurity concentration and,
in particular, high spectroscopic resolution.

2. Experimental results

For the experiment we used a standard Raman instrument (a DILOR triple monochromator,
f = 50 cm, in the additive (high-resolution) mode) in 90◦ geometry at the fixed wavelength of
the exciting Ar+-ion laserλ = 514.5 nm, using a photomultiplier as detector and photocounting
electronics for the data acquisition with an integration time of 10 s. The slit widths were selected
to provide a spectral window of 0±3 cm−1 for the observation of the quasi-Rayleigh scattering.
The sample, carefully selected for its optical homogeneity and orientation, was attached to the
cold finger of a liquid-helium evaporation cryostat with automatic temperature control, both by
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sample heating and regulation of the evaporation rate. A Pt resistance thermometer close to the
sample was used to monitor the temperature. The sample had to be kept in vacuum. Attempts
to use a He exchange gas for the reduction of the temperature difference between the sample
and cold finger were unsuccessful because of the disturbance of the laser beam by thermal
convection. A temperature scan rate of±0.05 K s−1 was chosen as a compromise between the
requirements for an optimum signal-to-noise ratio on the one hand and the detrimental effects of
the long-term thermal instability of the entire instrumentation on the other. We have evaluated
only the spectra taken at a positive temperature gradient; the spectra with the negative gradient
display stronger noise for otherwise similar appearance. The stability requirements for this
type of experiment are far more stringent than for an ordinary inelastic light scattering set-up.
The laser power entering the cryostat was 2 mW inz(yy)x polarization, 13 mW inz(xz)x

polarization†, giving rise to temperature shifts (≈6 K) between the observed anomalies and the
known transition temperatures [2]. This was taken into account in figures 1 and 2 by shifting
the temperature scales to achieve an acceptable agreement with the known values on average.

The results obtained are displayed in figures 1(a), 1(b), and 2. For ease of comparison, the
well known dielectric functionε(y, T ) (with the electric field in the direction of the spontaneous
polarization) is also plotted in figure 1(a) [27].ε(x, T ) is not plotted, because it shows a single
anomaly atTL2 = 115 K and some minor peaks below that temperature, but a definite plateau-
like minimum in the non-polarδ = 1

5 phase (ε1/5(x, T ) ≈ 6.3; ε1/6(x, T ) ≈ 6.4; 6.45 6
ε1/4(x, T ) 6 28). ε(z, T ) = constant(≈4) [27]. This minimum ofε or of the polarizability
should also be encountered in the region of optical frequencies, as the infrared spectra of
BCCD in the 1

4, 1
5, and 1

6 phases (i.e. the contributions of ionic polarizabilities) do not differ
drastically [28,29].

The region aroundT0 in theyy spectrum is reproduced for clarity on a largerT -scale in
figure 2.

The following features in the two plots are clearly evident:

(1) The quasi-Rayleigh scattering in BCCD is strongly temperature dependent with at least
six distinct anomalies of the intensity betweenTi andT0. All anomalies obey strict rules
of polarization. The variation in integrated intensities amounts to less than one order of
magnitude above the background level. Central-peak anomalies at c↔ c′ transitions
are observed in those polarization directions which are distinguished as directions of
the spontaneous polarization〈Ps〉 and of its fluctuationsδPs for one of the c phases
involved. The narrow peak atT0 in the z(yy)x spectrum receives its intensity from the
polar (y) 0/1 phase; the asymmetric peaks in thez(xz)x spectrum derive their strengths
from the polar (x) phases1

4 and 1
6, respectively. The spontaneous polarization in the

0/1 phase (Pn21a, C9
2v) transforms according to A1 of C2v, which is correlated to Ag

(yy) of D2h, while thex-polarization transforms as B1 of C2v, corresponding to B2g (xz)

of D2h. In general, central-peak scattering in BCCD can be observed in these Raman-
active types having the symmetry of the prototype factor group, which are correlated with
the irreducible representations transforming as the observed spontaneous polarization in
the corresponding subgroups of the c phases of lower symmetry. Thus the polarization
properties of central peaks in BCCD are governed by symmetry.

(2) The temperature interval investigated can be decomposed into at least two qualitatively
different regimes: betweenTi andTL2, where theδ = 1

4 phase is entered, the intensity
anomalies are broad (≈20 K fwhm) and approximately symmetric. BelowTL2 the

† The Porto notationz(xz)x is used for the scattering geometry: the letters outside the brackets give the propagation
directions of the incident(z) and the scattered(x) linearly polarized light; the bracketed letters are the respective
polarization directions of the incident(x) and the scattered(z) radiation.
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anomalies are narrow (65 K fwhm) and the peaks are asymmetric with respect to theT -
axis. This is clearly apparent for the two ‘dispersion’-shaped peaks in thexz polarization
which border theδ = 1

5 phase symmetrically. The extremely sharp peak atT0 also displays
an asymmetric shape (figure 2). The transition between the two regimes becomes evident
in thexz polarization atT = 115 K, marked by a broad asymmetric peak with a steep
slope atT 6 115 K. The intensity minimum in theδ = 1

4 phase and the maximum in the
1
5 phase are symmetric, indicating a stable state of the system here without fluctuations.

(3) The transition between the two regimes coincides with the onset of the square-wave
modulation in theδ = 1

4 phase and with theTS-anomaly [15,17,30,31].

In the case of thez(yy)x scattering geometry (polarized scattering), an increase of the
intensity is observed with decreasingT , which has a maximum atTi . This has to be attributed
both to the quasi-condensation of a Raman-active Ag mode atTi and the occurrence of an
intrinsic central peak [32, 33], which is also observed in inelastic neutron scattering [34].
Below Ti the intensity goes through a relative minimum and displays another maximum at
≈140 K, which again is related to the low-frequency structure in the Ag Raman spectra in
this temperature interval [32, 33]. While this structure has to be ascribed to the amplitudon
mode [35], the phason is not Raman active here because the parent phase is centrosymmetric
(D2h); i.e. both modes, the amplitudon (g) and the phason (u), have a definite parity. Theδ = 2

7
phase, which is prominent in theεy(T ) dielectric function, produces a rather inconspicuous
shoulder in theyy polarization. Throughout the region of the c phases the intensity is low; the
polarδ = 2

9 and 2
11 phases probably do not occur in our sample, or produce small effects, just

above the noise level. The transition atT0 into the fe phase, however, is most prominent, with
≈1 K fwhm. The peak is asymmetric; the modulus of the temperature gradient of the intensity
is larger on the high-temperature side than on the low-temperature one. Such a behaviour is
often encountered for critical scattering of light or neutrons by order–disorder phase transitions
[37–40], where the low-gradient slope extends into the high-symmetry phase, which is the fe
phase in our case. The steep slope descends into the ‘ordered’ phase, i.e. the solitonicδ = 1

6
phase.

The z(xz)y polarization (depolarized scattering) demonstrates a considerably reduced
cross section as compared to the polarized case and a continuous increase of the intensity
with no anomaly atTi , which is parallelled by the variation of the B2g Raman spectra at low
frequencies, and a sharp cut-off from an intensity maximum at the onset of theδ = 1

4 phase
atTL2. This cut-off marks the low-temperature slope of a strong anomaly at 115 K. The non-
polarδ = 1

5 phase is framed by two strongly asymmetric, dispersion-shaped anomalies with
opposite phase shifts. The weak anomaly atT0 may be due to a polarization leakage of the
strong peak in theyy polarization.

Central peaks are only detected in the scattering geometries depicted in figure 1. Other
geometries (xx, zz, (Ag), xy (B1g) or zy (B3g)) do not display any intensity anomalies, as was
also observed by Wilhelm and Unruh [33]. While the broad features in the plots above≈115 K
are mostly due to the quasi-condensation of soft modes, presumably with some unresolved
contributions of coupling with low-lying relaxational modes [33], below this temperature the
Raman spectra [32] are free from any harmonic excitations at very low frequencies. The lowest
optical modes observed by inelastic neutron scattering at 35 K [40] are one B1g and one B3g

mode near 30 cm−1 and one Au mode, identical with the LA branch in the extended Brillouin
zone, at 27 cm−1.

Central peaks of the types described here have never been observed before in modulated
structures where the modulation is known to be harmonic.
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(a)

Figure 1. (a) The temperature dependence of the intensity of the Rayleigh scattering inz(xz)x

geometry for BCCD at ambient pressure (logarithmic scale), with dT /dt > 0. The sequence of ic
and c phases has been given as well as the dielectric function (D.C.)εy(T ) (above) for comparison.
(b) z(yy)x geometry; dT /dt > 0; linear scale. The horizontal dashed line gives the arbitrarily
chosen background level for the plots in figure 2.

3. Discussion

Numerous central-peak mechanisms have been proposed, some of which may apply in our
case: phasons and overdamped soft modes, entropy- and phonon-density fluctuations and
the phenomena of coupling between these fluctuations and the soft modes, cluster and
domain wall dynamics, the vast field of crystal defects, and critical scattering in the order–
disorder limit which is usually not subsumed under the central-peak label. For a review see
reference [26].

We can rule out most of these mechanisms and will dwell in more detail on the cluster and
soliton scenario and on critical scattering. Moreover, due to the width of the spectral window
(±3 cm−1), the intensity contributions of the Brillouin components also have to be taken into
account. However, the variations of the sound velocities at the various phase transitions are
small in BCCD [41], except atTi . Hence, the contributions from inelastic (Brillouin) scattering
to the observed anomalies are small, save for the peak atTi .
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(b)

Figure 1. (Continued)

The intensity of scattering due to entropy fluctuations† [42] is governed by the temperature
derivative of the refractive index,IS ∼ (dn/dT )2 [26]. For this to become effective in BCCD,
appreciable jumps ofn at the phase transition temperatures are required to produce the observed
peak intensity. Unfortunately, precise measurements ofn or of the double refraction1nij only
exist for BCCD for the interval 100 K6 T 6 200 K [43]. From the published plots we
find at TL2: 1nab = 2.0 × 10−5, 1nac = 2.7 × 10−5, 1nbc < 0.5 × 10−5. Obviously
these small variations ofn cannot be responsible for the large central peak atTL2. Phonon-
density fluctuations produce effects in the far wings of the central peaks [26] and again will
not contribute as the prime source of scattering, although the low-lying modes near 30 cm−1

mentioned above might produce such fluctuations.
The role of impurities is more complex [44,45]. In BCCD the ‘frozen impurity’ category,

according to the classification of Halperin and Varma [44], is dominant, as in most casesTC

is lowered in BCCD with increasing impurity concentration [2]. In this case the displacement
field in any unit cell due to an impurity or defect is the sum of two contributions: a static part
and a fluctuating part with zero mean. The two parts contribute additively to the dynamical
structure factorS(q, ω) which is monitored in a scattering experiment. It has been shown [44]
that the static part produces a temperature dependence of the central-peak intensity according to

† Not to be confused with entropy fluctuations due to changes in soliton densityn̄.
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Figure 2. The intensityIS of the central-peak anomaly atT0 = 46 K (z(yy)x) for BCCD; detail of
figure 1(b) with an extendedT -scale, and background (≈1.6× 106) subtracted;τ = (T − T0)/T0.

|T −TC |−1 with the possible inclusion of logarithmic corrections in a uniaxial dipolar system.
The fluctuating contribution toS(q, ω) is proportional to the impurity-induced susceptibility
χp. χp mirrors the local symmetry reduction by producing anomalies in directions of the
external field which are free from such anomalies in the pure sample. Hence impurities produce
central peaks with a temperature dependence essentially∼|T − TC |−1 and small depolarized
peaks in new directions. This does not correspond to our experimental findings. All the more,
the polarization of the observed anomalies reflects the full symmetry of the unit cell, and we
did not observe in the sample under study the well known shifts of transition temperatures with
defect concentration and the detrimental effects of defects on the devil’s staircase behaviour in
BCCD [2]. On the other hand, impurity-induced dielectric susceptibility anomalies have been
observed in doped crystals in directions where anomalies do not occur in the pure crystal [46].
Our conclusion is that impurities cannot be considered as the prime source of central peaks
in BCCD. On the contrary, we expect that in the soliton regime the strengths of central peaks
will be reduced with growing impurity concentration due to pinning of the fluctuating domain
walls just as is observed for the dielectric susceptibility [2]. The true contribution of defects
to the various peaks can only be characterized safely by a high-resolution study of the static
scattering.

Thus, we concentrate on the effects of domain walls. The generally accepted view [47] of
the essential physics of central peaks as due to cluster formation is also valid for the present
system. AtTi , BCCD undergoes a phase transition of the displacive type [34]. On approaching
Ti from above and with the onset of criticality [48], the growth in short-range order starts a
crossover from a regime of collective displacive motions of large amplitudes to a regime where
the collective behaviour is rather of the order–disorder type. For this to happen, we have to
assume a double-minimum potential for the critical motions of the relevant atoms or atomic
groups with a rather low central barrier. Such a crossover is then indicated by the appearance of
domains or clusters of such atoms or groups with strongly correlated motions, modulated with
the wavevectorqi in the case of BCCD. The average displacement of these particles within
the domains is non-zero and opposite in the differently oriented clusters. The cluster sizes
increase on approachingTi or any other phase transition displaying a central peak.
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The two regimes are characterized by different timescales: a single one in the displacive
regime, determined by the soft high-temperature phonon, and the two timescales typical of the
order–disorder regime. For the latter, the critical timescale is governed by the diffusion of the
domain walls, giving rise to a central component in the dynamical response functionS(q, ω),
the central peak. This response is the dynamic precursor of the static Bragg peak that appears
in the low-temperature phase. The other, non-critical timescale is set by the quasi-periodic
motions of small amplitudes about the positions of local equilibrium in one of the two minima,
showing up as a high-frequency phonon side band inS(q, ω), not displaying any softening in
an Ising system that is strictly of order–disorder type.

For the theoretical investigation of the cluster dynamics close to a structural phase
transition following this concept, two different strategies have been followed which give
closely correlated results. Both approaches, an analytical study of large-amplitude, essentially
anharmonic atomic motions [51–54] and a numerical study of molecular dynamics [53], start
from a classical double-minimum Hamiltonian (a discrete84 system) [49]; see also [5,40]:

H =
∑

i

[(
a

2
u2

i +
b

4
u4

i

)
+

m

2
u̇2

i +
∑

j

ci,j

2
(ui − uj )

2

]
. (1)

Herei, j indicate lattice sites,ai, bi, ci,j are temperature-independent potential coefficients,
(a < 0; b, ci,j > 0), andui, u̇i are displacements (translational or librational amplitudes)
and velocities of particles with massm with respect to the reference lattice;ci,j is the
interparticle coupling constant. The two minima are separated byy0 = 2(|a|/b)1/2; the central
potential barrier amounts to|a|2/4b, which increases in BCCD under external hydrostatic
pressure [2].

Analytical solutions of (1) have been obtained for a one-dimensional (1D) chain in
references [49, 51, 52]; they have been extended approximatively to 2D and 3D systems
and by computer simulations in [50]. The solutions of (1) decompose into two classes: (a)
solutions at small amplitudef for the particle elongation

(
f � (|a|/b)1/2

)
, and (b) solutions

of the large-amplitude regime
(
f ≈ (|a|/b)1/2

)
. One set of solutions for class (a) describe

the quasi-harmonic small-amplitude oscillations in one of the two wells, giving rise to the
delocalized phonons of the system. These are the only excitations which can be detected in a
spectroscopic experiment. The solutions of class (b) are of more interest in our context: these
large-amplitude solutions describe non-linear excitation patterns where the elongations are
constant everywhere (the particles are either in the left-hand or in the right-hand minimum),
except in a small localized region (domain wall, soliton, kink) where they change sign. This
solution has the form of a hyperbolic tangent, where the soliton can move freely along the
modulation wavevector and the width can be estimated as63 lattice constants.

Another solution is a travelling ‘breather’ which consists of a kink and a nearby antiphase
kink. This breather amplitude is zero everywhere (all particles occupy either the left-hand or the
right-hand minimum), except in a small region, where the opposite well is populated [49,51].

Particles crossing the barrier will not be encountered in a microscopic system. Instead, the
particles within a domain wall are distributed statistically over their two wells, thus giving rise to
the observed transition entropy and the interface roughness. Spatial and temporal correlations
between solitons will grow exponentially withT approaching the transition temperatures.
S(q, ω) has been calculated and a central peak of intensityIcp is obtained.

Clearly no phase transition occurs on the 1D Ising chain atT > 0, but in 2D and 3D
systems [50], due to interchain coupling, a phase transition occurs at a finite temperature,
which corresponds toT0 in BCCD. Solitons cease to exist at high density when their width and
their average distances are coming close. This might occur in BCCD atTL2 with the onset of
the regime of harmonic modulation and it is probably marked by theTS-anomaly [17].
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The numerical molecular dynamics calculations in 2D [53] support the previous results and
the conclusions drawn. It becomes apparent also from these results that the cluster dynamics
with the critical timescale, the diffusive motion of the domain walls, is one of the origins of
the central peaks.

This discussion of free solitons, wheren̄ varies continuously withT , is not directly
applicable to BCCD. With the entry into the c phases atT0 the strong correlation between
the solitons and an additional lock-in potential [9,10,12], which is not considered in (1), will
fix the domain walls at certain positions of the background lattice. At best, only field-induced
structural phase transitions within the soliton lattice are allowed [17], i.e. shifts of each second
domain wall by one lattice constant, thus increasing the size of the polar microdomains oriented
in the direction of the external field and, as a consequence, the polarization of the sample.
Nevertheless, the soliton concept provides a plausible and intuitively appealing interpretation
of a number of experimental observations presented here.

The interpretation of the central peak atT0 in the single-particle order–disorder regime as
due to critical scattering (compare [39]) has to consider the wavevector-dependent pseudo-spin
(S = ±1) susceptibilityχ(q, T )ω=0 which is proportional to the spatial Fourier transform
of the pseudo-spin correlation function〈S0(t = 0)Sr(0)〉T (the susceptibility fluctuation
theorem). In optical scattering the fluctuations ofχ(r) and of the pseudo-spins have to
be considered [37].χ(r) is coupled to the pseudo-spin variables. Theq-dependence of
the response functionχ expresses the fact that in a light scattering experiment only Fourier
components of the correlation function at the long (laser) wavelengths are observed which
occur in correspondingly large clusters of correlated spins. Such clusters are found only very
close toT0 (figure 2). On the other hand, in elastic neutron scattering(λ ≈ 1 Å) nearT0,
the Fourier components at short wavelengths are traced, i.e. small clusters are also detected;
hence the critical scattering anomaly should be much broader on theT -axis, which is in fact
observed [22]. At present, we can only speculate about the type and shape of the fluctuating
pseudo-spin clusters in the high-symmetry, homogeneous fe phase. Perhaps breathers or
regions of correlated solitons and antisolitons with a finite correlation in all three dimensions
will occur, with a distribution ofS approaching the pattern of the pseudo-spin structures above
T0 in the high-symmetry phase [39]. The branch of the critical scattering aboveT0 whereχ

decays with growingT is not fully developed because the system passes through a sequence
of c ↔ c′ phase transitions in a narrowT -interval here. It would be interesting to study these
phenomena atT0 in more detail.

Remarkably, the widths of the two anomalies atT ≈ 75 K andT ≈ 53 K in thez(xz)y

polarization are larger than atT0, despite the fact that all of these transitions occur between
almost completely ordered phases (see figure 36 in [2]). Apparently, in this case the Fourier
transform of the pseudo-spin correlation function comprises long-wavelength components even
far away from the transition temperatures. Such large clusters of strong correlation will occur
when the regular modulation in phaseδ is interrupted by a defect due to a small region(�λ)

with the fluctuating modulationδ′ of the competing phase. These considerations apply on both
sides of the transition.

The asymmetry of these two anomalies is the most spectacular feature in the plot. Here
the two neighbouring phases differ in soliton density, i.e. in entropy density, by1δ = 1

20

( 1
4 ↔ 1

5) or 1
30 ( 1

5 ↔ 1
6). Fluctuating regions of the two bordering phases penetrate each other

in the transition regions, with the corresponding correlation lengths growing or decreasing
with temperature.

The asymmetry must be attributed to the interference of two coherent scattering processes
in an otherwise incoherently scattering (fluctuating) system: in the standard treatment of
Rayleigh light scattering [36, 37] owing to (entropy-) density fluctuations, the field-induced
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electric dipole momentp in an (isotropic) fluctuating region of spherical shape (radiusa) is
considered as the source of the scattered radiation. The excess dipole moment within the
fluctuating volume element of the defective modulation is related to the dielectric constants
through

p = ε0εa
3

(
ε′ − ε

ε′ + 2ε

)
E0 (2)

for ε′ ≈ ε, 1ε = ε′ − ε, and

p ≈ ε0
a3

3
1ε E0 (3)

whereε is the average dielectric constant of BCCD at high frequencies in the previous c phase
considered andε′ is the particular value in the region of the fluctuation into the new c′ phase
with n̄′ differing from n̄.

In theδ = 1
5 phase the values of theε-components in all three directionsi = x, y, z are

lower than in both of the neighbouring phases (see figure 1, and the values given above).
Accordingly, 1ε may have either sign; the scattered waves arising fromp will interfere
either constructively or destructively with elastically scattered radiation originating from other
sources like static defects. The observation of interfering amplitudes with opposite phases
of scattered radiation thus supports again the interpretation of the intensity anomalies as
primarily due to dynamic fluctuation effects, not to a static defect-induced mechanism alone.
Other sources of these asymmetric anomalies like specific absorption of light or anomalies
in other background scattering phenomena (Brillouin or defect scattering, interference in the
scattering amplitude from first and second sound, as discussed by Wehner and Klein [42]) can
be discarded.

There is some formal resemblance of these asymmetric peaks on the temperature axis
with Fano anomalies (antiresonances) of two overlapping and interacting resonant excitations
on the frequency scale often observed in light scattering (see e.g. [38]). In both cases a shift
of π of the relative phase occurs on crossing the phase transition temperature or the resonance
frequency of the partner with the lower damping. In the Fano case, however, the interference
is quantum mechanical.

With elastic neutron scattering, anomalous intensities at c↔ c′ phase transitions
(δ = 1

4 ↔ 1
5, 1

5 ↔ 1
6) in partially deuterated BCCD have been observed before [54–56].

In these investigations the complex temperature dependence of the integrated intensities
IS(T ) of the first-order satellites (0, 6, ±δ) at various hydrostatic pressuresp 6 400 MPa
have been studied. With decreasing temperature,IS(T ) displays a sequence of increasing
ramps, horizontal plateaus, and steep discontinuities at the phase boundaries, in contrast to the
monotonic increase on cooling often observed in other ic systems [12,57]. With growingp, the
variation ofIS(T ) appears smoother, some peaks and plateaus being erased. Atp = 400 MPa
and beyond, the course ofIS(T ) is free from any anomaly and as smooth as in other ic
systems. The fwhm of these anomalous peaks on theT -axis is≈5 K; thus it is comparable
to that of the optical peaks at1

4 ↔ 1
5, 1

5 ↔ 1
6; the asymmetry of the optical scattering is

not displayed here. This effect was tentatively attributed [54] to the hypothetical existence of
a second order parameter of symmetry32 in BCCD below 115 K and its static coupling to
the primary order parameter of symmetry33, the amplitude of modulation [3]. This order
parameter32 would infer a monoclinic deformation of BCCD at low temperatures, which
is not observed. It is tempting, however, to interpret these neutron results together with the
Rayleigh scattering again as due to fluctuations of the pseudo-spins at the transitions, and the
second order parameter invoked as the scalar soliton densityn̄. The intensity transfer from
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the Bragg peaks to the first-order satellites may be understood using the well known intensity
relations for the satellites [1,57].

If we compare these satellite peaks in neutron scattering with the optical peak atTL2

(ic ↔ c) however, a strong discrepancy in shape is encountered due to the asymmetry
of the optical anomaly. Here the broad peak in the optical scattering contrasts with the
symmetric and narrow neutron peaks, displaying a behaviour opposite to that of the peak atT0

in both neutron [22] and light scattering. In consequence, the long-wavelength pseudo-spin
fluctuations atT > TL2 are found to be larger than the short-wavelength Fourier components
of the correlation observed with neutrons. Such a behaviour is characteristic for a roughening
transition [58] of the domain walls expected at the transition from square-wave to harmonic
modulation atTL2. At this roughening transition, which is usually rather diffuse, the interfaces
in their original positions are lost due to the formation of large 2D clusters attached to the
previous interface and displaying the same pseudo-spin orientation as in the adjacent layer
on the left or right, respectively. More such clusters are stacked upon each other with
increasingT . The width of the interface, i.e. the mean square displacement of a given point
on the surface, diverges at the roughening transition, i.e. the interfaces themselves wander
arbitrarily far from the original reference plane [17]. The roughness of the interfaces is often
discussed in the discrete Gaussian model [58,59], in which the energies of interaction between
nearest-neighbour pseudo-spin chains varies quadratically with the length differences between
identically oriented sections, or the excess free energy of the interface depends quadratically on
the two-dimensional wavevector of the surface roughness. Stated differently, at the roughening
transition only long-wavelength fluctuations in the position of the interface are encountered
while short wavelengths are irrelevant because of the high energies involved, characteristic
for surface tension. A roughening transition of domain walls is also considered to occur in
Rb2ZnCl4 at T ∗ ≈ 160 K (<TL) [60]. BelowT ∗ the coercive field starts to increase in this
material as was also observed in BCCD belowTS [17].

The disappearance of the anomalous neutron scattering at elevated pressure corresponds to
the existence of the diffuse phase transition in BCCD at the anomalyTS [17], which obviously
separates the regions of square-wave and harmonic modulation. The pressure dependence
observed for the anomalies in elastic neutron scatteringIS(T , p) [54–56] fully corresponds to
the behaviour ofTS(p) [17]. A similar decay of central-peak intensity can also be anticipated
for optical scattering in the(p, T ) region aboveTS .

Most of our arguments and interpretations given above are based on the assumption that
strong anharmonicity of the lattice potential, as expressed by equation (1), is effective in BCCD
for the modes triggering the phase transitions. We have to realize that the mechanism for the
transition n↔ ic at Ti has already been successfully interpreted in a quasi-harmonic semi-
microscopic model [34], based on extensive investigations of inelastic scattering of neutrons
and on the hypothesis that the modes involved are in-phase and out-of-phase librations of the
betaine and the inorganic pseudo-octahedral Ca complexes in the unit cell, both coupled to the
translations of the LA branch propagating in thez-direction. The present results require in
addition that these modes occur with large amplitudes at bothTi andTL2. This assumption is in
fact reasonable as these modes show very low frequencies (<25 cm−1) at these temperatures
and large thermal occupation factors:

n′ =
(

exp

(
h̄ω

kT

)
− 1

)−1

ranging from 3 to 18. Even atT = 35 K in the fe phase the lowest modes at 30 cm−1 [40] are
well populated (n′ = 0.64) and display a high density of phonon states. Beyond that, both low-
lying librational modes display aq-dependence [40], which is almost free of dispersion and
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indicates strongly localized excitations. Hence the conditions for the existence of anharmonic
excitations in BCCD are well met.

4. Conclusions

We have investigated the temperature-dependent quasi-elastic light scattering of nominally
pure BCCD in two polarization directions.

The shapes of the observed anomalies mirror the two regimes of the modulated phases of
BCCD: the region of harmonic modulation is characterized by broad(≈20 K fwhm) maxima;
the region of square-wave modulation is characterized by narrow, asymmetric peaks(65 K
fwhm). At ambient pressure, the two regimes are separated by theTS-anomaly.

All anomalies have been interpreted on the hypothesis that they are primarily intrinsic
properties, i.e. not due to lattice defects or to impurities. On this basis the peaks occurring at
T > T0 can be attributed essentially to the softening of the well known optical modes nearTi

and to low-lying Raman-active optical phonons nearT = 130 K, while atT < TS the intensity
anomalies display the characteristic features of critical scattering due to the order–disorder
type of the c↔ c′ transitions in this Ising pseudo-spin system.

While all features observed by us in the spectra support this hypothesis, for a final
assignment additional and more exact data will be required. Most importantly, precise
experiments at high spectral resolution, perhaps with variation of external parameters,
e.g. pressure or electric field, will be essential to determine the temperature-dependent widths of
the central peaks and to discriminate reliably between the various mechanisms contributing to
their intensity. Detailed investigation of the transition atT0 appears to be especially promising.

BCCD can be characterized by saying that this material displays not only a large number
of modulated phases, but also a large variety of unconventional phase transitions (of both the
displacive and the order–disorder type) marked by central peaks of considerable complexity,
which are conveying some important details about these transitions.
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